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evolution is unalterable and is measured by the manifestation of Infinity. Infinity I, 10.
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Paraphrase
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This tiny grouping of humans
evolved from various ancient
species known as Kings, Queens,
Princes, Tzars, Sultans, Emperors,
Counts, Duchesses, and let us not forget,
Popes and Cardinals. Within the last 200
or so years the species of kings etcetera
has become practically extinct. However,
their progeny are still the owners and
controllers of vast wealth, and many have
come to be classified in new categories
such as CEOs, Moguls, Magnates, and
Oligarchs. A number of these are so
called “self made” indicating that their
wealth/power was not inherited, but

Species
used
to
become
“dominant” because of the kinds of
dense physical equipment they had,
mainly lots of muscles and big teeth.
Some long time after the (K–Pg)
extinction event, Humans became
dominant. This development was partly a
result of the evolution of the prehensile
hand and opposable thumbs.
However, some unknown millions of
years after the K-Pg extinction event,
there
was
an
additional
major
evolutionary event that was a significant
factor in the evolution of humanity into
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this position of dominance. Unlike the KPg extinction event, this event is not, as
yet, a recognized part of the geological
record, and lacks an appropriate
geological name. The event is noted at
length in various ancient texts and in a
number of more recent so called esoteric
writings including the works of Alice A.
Bailey. I think of this event as the (V-MI)
Venus Mind Intervention event.

always and only co-exist. Otherwise, what
would be the point?
Then, most of the tools we made were
designed to help us avoid becoming food
for what remained of the “dominant”
predator species, creatures like saber
tooth tigers, lions, leopards, wolves,
etcetera, and getting something to eat for
ourselves. Gradually, this unavoidable
Principle of “mind over matter” bit evolved
humans into the “dominant” species role.
The hunters became the hunted. Things
like lion teeth necklaces and leopard skin
coats became fashionable wear for the
developing king class. Some would say
the planet was better off under the
dinosaurs because they could kill only
one thing at a time, and did not pollute
the place with all kinds of chemicals and
brown gas.

The First Ascension
The ascension of human beings to
dominance on the planet occurred after,
and as a direct result of, the V-MI which
involved a not so dense, but far more
powerful, intervention than the one that
impacted as the generator of the K-Pg
extinction event.
According to the Lore, the V-MI impact,
“The advent of the Lords of the Flame,
the electrical storm which ushered in the
period
of
man….”
involved
the
“implanting” of the “spark of mind” by
highly evolved Beings from Venus into
the primitive consciousness of what then
were human beings. A Treatise On Cosmic
Fire P. 425 (When science liberates itself
from fixation on the dense physical
dimension of Cosmos, it will eventually let
us know just what transpired during this
significant occurrence. In the meantime
there are the Akashic Records.) At any
rate it was as a result of this event that
human bipeds became “intelligent”, or at
least clever enough to figure out how to
create “tools.”

The Lingering Predator Instinct
Now, when the dominant species is
human and we all have more or less the
same dense physical equipment, forces
other than physical are at play. However,
the predator instinct did not evolve or
perhaps I should say “extinct” out of us. It
just shifted from getting dinosaur food to
getting power and wealth which is the
modern equivalent of predator food or
sustenance.
As we are well aware, the predatory
drive, which has warped into a supposed,
“innate” part of human consciousness
and is now dressed up as competition is
still quite active throughout the human
species. However, the present version of
the “Terrible Lizards” the UHNWI (Ultra
High Net Worth Individuals) along with
their Very HNWI and just HNWI, still
primarily driven by these pre-human
urges, are by far, as we have

Free Will
By the way, it is important to realize that
Free Will was a vital and included part of
the implant package that came along with
the spark of mind. The mind and free will
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documented above, the best hunter
gatherers of this food.

forms that could adequately “house” the
various frequencies of the then impacting
consciousness. The evolution of the
animal Kingdom finally produced a form
that was capable of withstanding the
frequency of MIND. Since then, evolution
for
humanity
has
been
about
consciousness rather than form which
probably accounts for the obvious
speed up.

The geological record indicates that it
was the K-Pg extinction event, the impact
of Earth by an asteroid or comet some 6
miles in diameter, that led to the eventual
mass extinction of just about all higher life
forms including the terrible lizards.
We have so far avoided the
modern day equivalent of
Although this event lacks
the
K-Pg
extinction
Evolution is the
the immediate drama,
event, an atomic bomb
process of
and spectacle, of the
war. However, there is
Consciousness
impact of a six-mile
another Cosmic Event
manifesting
diameter meteorite, it
impacting the planet.
through forms.
was equally destructive of
This event which is an
animal forms that were not
evolutionary result of the
able to accommodate the
(V-MI) event which triggered
higher frequencies of Mind, and it
the current phase of Planetary
is a continuation or unfolding of the V-MI
evolution is occurring over time in a more
event. This causal occurrence is perhaps
orderly and probably much less
in the middle phase of its unfolding effect.
destructive way. At any rate, it is
Its impact and manifestation has already
necessary for us to understand that
generated enormous reconstructions
evolution and extinction or large scale
within humans and created huge changes
reconstruction always and only co-exist.
in our civilizations and cultures.
In relation to the time spans during which
Evolution is occurring primarily on
the evolution of various early life forms on
emotional and mental levels. Other than
the planet occurred, the ongoing
igniting dormant cells in the dense
impacting and resulting changes of the
(V-MI) event, while not so obviously
physical
instrument,
evolutionary
dramatic, and seemingly very slow, have
manifestations do not deal with the dense
actually been very rapid. This speed up is
form. Evolutionary manifestations appear
documentable by comparing the time
through human institutions and cultures
spans of evolutionary development in the
only as the humans are able to
written historical record with the
comprehend and implement the Plan for
geological time periods. For an example
this Planet.
of this speed up, see Buckminster Fuller’s
Nine Chains To The Moon Appendix 1.
These developments can only occur
through the free will actions of human
Evolution
is
the
process
of
beings. True, things on the dense
Consciousness
manifesting
through
physical plane look awful. Poverty,
forms. In the early stages our planet’s
starvation, disease, war, are everywhere.
evolution concerned the development of
These are all manifestations of the yet to
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In case you have not guessed, or as you
may have anticipated, what this impact is,
it is the unfolding appearance of group
consciousness.
Although
somewhat
beyond
the
understanding
scope of
The Second Ascension
orthodox science, this evolutionary
In spite of the bleak pictures which fill our
process is being accompanied now by the
media there is ample evidence of a
growing presence in our Solar System
rapidly approaching breakthrough of
of a different Cosmic Ray Energy.
the evolving consciousness of
For lack of the ability to say
group awareness and the
much that is meaningful about
realization of the basic unity
this incoming Energy wave in
and multidimensional nature
“as we come
any but highly metaphorized
of Cosmos. In fact, the
more and more
images, we call it the
global awareness of these
into
alignment
Seventh
Ray
of
conditions and the growing
with
the
Ceremonial
Order
and
compassion of the human
physics of
Magic.
heart to ameliorate and
Cosmos, we
eliminate the causes for
B.T.W. Do not let that word
these absurdities are part
will see that we
“magic” fool or prejudice
of the driving force of the
are generating
you.
As we have moved
V-MI.
“miracles”!”
along, that is, got smarter,
we
have realized that magic is
As it unfolds this evolutionary
a word we use when we do not
event will continue to utterly
as
yet understand the Cosmic
eradicate, not the individual
Physics that are generating what we
people who are presently the UHNWI,
call
miracles. And, as a friend and cobut the entire base of thoughtforms and
worker
has noted, “as we come more and
assumptions regarding reality that
more into alignment with the physics of
sustains that unsustainable form of life on
Cosmos, we will see that we are
this planet. The UHNWI, the VHNWY will,
generating “miracles”!”
perhaps slowly to us, but very rapidly in
Tom Carney
terms of evolution, join the fossilized
August, 2014
ranks of the dinosaurs and other
predatory species.
be evolved aspects of ancient human
consciousness which is still entrapped in
the Predator or Competition delusion of
Reality.

This is evolution. It is unavoidable.
Although the present members of these
species are resisting with everything they
can think of, they may as well stand on a
ledge somewhere and tell the sun not to
rise. I had a vision of a giant
Tyrannosaurus standing on a mountain
ledge and screaming about how it could
not find anything to eat.
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